
All prices shown are per person based on twin share. Singles 
rooms are available at a supplement, check our website 

for details. Prices are correct at time as of 29/03/2019 but 
are subject to change. Note air supplement may apply 
depending on airline availability and departure cities. 

Bunnik Travel Pty Ltd. ATAS accreditation #A10484.

  ALL PRICES INCLUDE AIRFARES AND AIR TAXES. 

MAXIMUM
GROUP SIZE

20

® S M A L L  G R O U P  T O U R I N G 

MIDDLE EAST
 2019/20

Highlights  
of Egypt

 Explore the incredible twin temples 
of Abu Simbel, carved out of the 
mountainside as a monument to Pharaoh 
Ramses II and his queen, Nefertari  
Visit the Valley of the Kings, carved deep 
into the limestone rock. Descend into 
some of the tombs to see examples of 
the elaborate and astonishingly well-
preserved hieroglyphic paintings

Egypt in Depth

 Explore the self-sufficient Coptic 
Monastery of St Bishoy, one of the 
world’s earliest Christian monasteries  
Visit the Commonwealth War Cemetery 
associated with the Battle of El Alamein

 Experience the incredible twin 
temples of Abu Simbel, carved out of the 
mountainside as a monument to Pharaoh 
Ramses II and his queen, Nefertari 

Egypt
In-Style

LUXURY EXPERIENCES  
 We'll indulge in a decadent high 

tea of delicate sandwiches and freshly 
baked scones with clotted cream 
whilst enjoying spectacular views 
over the Nile at the Old Cataract 
Hotel  Spend four nights cruising 
majestic Lake Nasser in luxury (5 star 
Egyptian standard)

Deluxe 
Tour

Discover the 
Pharaohs

 Delve into the magnificent cuisine 
of Cairo as we take a local cooking 
class and enjoy our culinary creations 
for lunch  We set off on an opulently 
appointed dahabiya, where we will 
spend a week sailing in luxury  
Explore the incredible twin temples 
of Abu Simbel, carved out of the 
mountainside in the 13th century BC

MAXIMUM
GROUP SIZE

12

New
Tour

days

12
from

$6,395pp

AIRFARES  
INCLUDED

days

17
from

$7,095pp

AIRFARES  
INCLUDED

days

14
from

$9,595pp

AIRFARES  
INCLUDED

days

17
from

$10,195pp

AIRFARES  
INCLUDED

Walk in the footsteps of the pharaohs exploring the cradle of civilisation - incredible 
Egypt! Immerse yourself in history as you visit the Great Pyramids of Giza, admire 
the Sphinx and explore fascinating temples and underground tombs.
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